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Within a few years of separation, the colony of Queensland
launched a vigorous immigration policy. By 1861 expenditure
allotted to this task was third only to the money spent on establishing
a statewide police force and the work of the survey office.' The
1859 population numbered 23,570. By the time of the first
Queensland census in 1861 it had risen to 30,059 of whom 20%
were Queensland born, with a further 10% born in Australia and
55% who had their origins in the British Isles.^ During the next
two years, 8,000 people were introduced by government sponsored
immigration. On the other hand, there were also several thousands
who came at their own expense. As the century progressed, most
immigrants were attracted by government lures such as free or
assisted passages, land orders which were redeemed for cash and
the chance to be reunited with family members. The greatest
enticement however, was the opportunity to improve the quality
of life in an expanding colony.
Jennifer Harrison, who is just completing a PhD in Tudor history, works as
a research and family historian and is the Queensland researcher for the
Australian Dictionary of Biography.
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To implement Queensland government policies, an agent-general's
office was opened in London. Enthusiastic men such as Henry
Jordan, Thomas Archer, Robert Macalister, James Garrick and
George Randall established the colony as the ideal home for
migrants so successfully that by the 1880s Queensland was
considered the immigration colony of Australia. This was despite
wide competition. A prospective migrant was wooed by countries
such as the United States of America, Canada and Brazil which
offered much shorter voyages, and also by the other Australilan
colonies and New Zealand. The Queensland agents in the United
Kingdom mounted a formidable campaign which included local
advertisements, a comprehensive lecture programme throughout
England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, widespread distribution of
descriptive literature including picture postcards, and participation
in agricultural shows. Even in a year of low migration, 1897, the
farmers of Warwick, Queensland presented a stand at the
Warwickshire agricultural show at Nuneaton which attracted much
publicity. Samples of Queensland produce such as barley, wheat
and sugar were exhibited at lectures so local farmers could assess
the high quality.
In October 1886 the British Colonial Office opened an Emigrants'
Information Office in Westminster and from the beginning the
public demonstrated great interest in the Queensland material on
display. This was an attempt by the British government to relieve
unemployment and overcrowding by directing the people to
appropriate British colonies overseas. Office hours were 12 noon
until 8pm in order to catch workers on their way home.
One factor which militated against the Queensland campaign
was the inability of the London officers to maintain a continuous
programme. Directions from Queensland were based on financial
and economic conditions in the colony. Orders frequently altered
the conditions under which migrants would be assisted as well as
at times totally suspending operations. The financial crisis in 1866
resulted in a cessation for two and a half years. Again at the end
of the 1870s immigration was terminated. After the boom period
of the 1880s, only nominated passengers were permitted to travel
in 1892 until the financial crisis of 1893 caused a total halt. There
was a brief boom during the late 1890s but figures were down
again by 1901-2.3
During the period form 1860 to 1881, the voyage was undertaken
in sailing vessels — of varying sizes and capabilities with the journey
taking an average of about ninety days.t Most of the shipping
in the 1860s was handled by the Black Ball line which during the
American Civil War bought vessels which were renamed and
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converted to the London-Moreton Bay immigrant trade. To take
full advantage of the winds, the route involved sailing either south
of Tasmania or through Bass Strait and then straight up the eastern
coast of Australia. The passengers contracted to disembark at a
particular port and usually did not set foot on ground until it
was reached. Many chose to leave the ship at Moreton Bay which
was the first port while others were contracted to Maryborough,
Keppel Bay or Port Denison. Few towns had suitable docking facilities
so passengers were transferred to small steamers for the last part of the
journey. 5
The Suez Canal opened in 1869 although, initially, this did not
make a difference to those Queensland-bound. Sailing ships could
not use this route while at this time steamers were too expensive
to run purely for migration purposes. However preparations were
made. A coaling station had been established at Somerset at the
northern trip of Cape York as early as 1863 in anticipation of
steamer traffic to Batavia.
In 1880, the premier of Queensland, Mcllwraith, suggested
combining the carrying of migrants with the Queensland Royal
Mail service, a merge which made the use of steamers an economic
proposition. An arrangement was made with the British India Steam
Navigation Company which was already regularly plying between
London and China.^ On 12 February 1881 at 2.05pm the Merkara
left Gravesend and arrived at the bar, Brisbane roads on 14 April
1881. The steamer Kalara brought the passengers to Bright Bros.'
wharf just before 11am on 15 April.'' Very soon a monthly service
had developed which increased, in 1884, to a regular fortnightly
sailing.^
The introduction of steamers meant that the Torres Strait route
was used with Thursday Island often being the first sight of
Queensland for the new settlers. Regular ports on the coast were
Cooktown, Townsville, Bowen, Mackay, Rockhampton,
Maryborough and Brisbane. The introduction of steamers to the
Queensland immigration programme was justified when the
number for the decade 1881-1890 of 116,000 was compared with that
for the previous ten-year period when 59,000 were brought.
The steamers did not displace the sailing vessels entirely and several
voyages each year were still being undertaken under sail. These
carriers were usually restricted to passengers wanting to disembark
in Brisbane or Maryborough.
Because immigrants disembarked at all ports, a distribution of
the population was effected — an achievement not possible in the
other colonies of Australia. While employment of the new settlers
was the paramount consideration, the colony was able to keep
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a fairly equal division in the population between the rural and town
areas. Of course the discovery of gold and other metals was an
important factor in maintaining this balance.
One aspect of Queensland's development which appealed to those
coming from overseas was that they were coming to a relatively
new area. In many instances they were the pioneers and therefore
were regarded as part of the development, growing with the colony
rather than being perceived as foreigners. Overall acceptance was
easy as Queensland had the largest population of mainland Europeans
of all the colonies.^ However these people were obliged also to
experience very rough physical and economic conditions under climatic
extremes. Many complained of the vvay in which Queensland had been
'sold' to them. 10
At various times the Queensland government investigated
schemes involving the immigration of various groups either to assist
with labour problems, (coolies, Indians and Mauritians), or of
specialists (Highland crofters from Scotland and Italian silk
weavers). Religious groups such as the Russian mennonites or the
Bosnian and Herzegovinian fugitivies who applied in 1879 and 1877
respectively were not encouraged."
Occasionally the system was abused and often criticised.
Immigrants who had accepted government assistance were expected
to remain in the colony but by the 1890s thousands were being
lost across colony borders. Free or assisted passages were offered
for particular skills and age groups so people often conveniently
acquired or lost years and/or experience. Complaints were made,
for example, about the James Brothers, professional billiard players,
who had used the assisted immigrant scheme to get to Queensland
from where they planned to tour the colonies and then return to
England via Japan and the United States of America. Others were
detected as wanting to go to South Australia but finding that
colony's ships full, came to Queensland and immediately left for
their original destination. Scandanavians who claimed non-existent
farming skills, elderly Germans and English with chronic illnesses
were detected. Of course the agents were blamed and urged to
tighten controls.
Table 1 shows the countries from which the largest groups came
to Queensland between 1861 and 1901. By far the greatest numbers
were from England and Wales. The Irish were next, followed by
the Scots and Germans who maintained almost equal proportions
of the total population, then the Chinese and South Sea Islanders.
Each nationality exhibited particular characteristics which served
to influence their impact on their new land.
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England and Wales:

This part of Great Britain has always contributed the largest
proportion of immigrants to Queensland. Needless to say, a high
percentage of the population, 58 per cent in fact, living in
Queensland at the declaration of the colony came from these areas.
The English component remained the largest proportion of
immigrants to Queensland. They came from every county although
research is being carried out to determine the districts which
contributed most. It is important to recognize that the endeavours
of the immigrant agents and lecturers working for the Queensland
government in Britain were more successful in times of bad harvests
and industrial unrest. In times of good harvests, fewer wanted to
leave as employment was ensured. As the colony was always
interested in farm and agricultural labourers some counties were
always on the regular lecture circuit. While the officials hoped to
attract the 'sturdy yeoman' class with some capital of their own,
these people had little reason to leave their homes. Most of the
English coming to Queensland, using preliminary figures, appear
to have come from the southwest, Cornwall, Somerset and Devon,
and Lincolnshire and Yorkshire in the mid-north. Industrial areas
such as London, Middlesex and Birmingham in Warwickshire also
contributed large numbers. These counties were constant in their
supply of people to the colony while other areas reacted at more
specific times. For example, during 1863, many came from
Nottinghamshire
and
Gloucestershire;
people
from
Buckinghamshire were evident in large numbers around 1873 and
again in 1887; some came from Durham in 1877 and again in 1888
while those from Oxfordshire and Wiltshire were apparent in 1895.
It must be stressed that these are just early findings and further
work is being done on the origins of English migrants during these
years.
In the 1880s when ships were leaving almost every two weeks,
the sailings reflected the recent work of Queensland publicists and
particular ships were filled with those from the latest lecture area.
However allowances must be made for people who were slower
in making up their minds or needed time to find finance.
When the origins of the Welsh contingent were examined, it
appears that the county of Glamorgan contributed the most
immigrants. Only Carmarthen made any other sizeable showing.
Again the occupations of the people, miners and farmers,
probably influenced the motivation of the migrants and ready
government acceptance.
While there was a regular stream of unmarried farm and domestic
servants, family units were obvious. Young married couples with
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one or two children abounded, as did older people with sons and
daughters who could contribute to the workforce. Once they reached
Queensland, the English moved throughout the colony although
many were attracted to the towns.
Ireland:
Irish presence in Australia has been the subject for much research
over the years.'^ Their migration to Queensland contains a few
aspects which differ from their contributions to New South Wales
and other colonies. Firstly, Queensland missed the large numbers
of poverty-stricken famine victims although the motive behind
Bishop Quinn's endeavours in the early 1860s was to assist those
affected by a later dearth. The late development of the colony
of Queensland meant that there was no direct influx of Irish convicts.
While there were some Irish here prior to separation, others followed
in the 1860s with the number peaking in the mid-1880s. In 1896,
although overall numbers for immigrants were small that year, the
Irish actually outnumbered those coming from England and Wales. '^
Because so many of them were reliant on free or assisted passages,
the Queensland government was able, to a large extent, to regulate
those who came. Again farm and domestic servants were sought.
On the whole, the Irish came as unmarried people and in 1886
and 1891 the arrival of large numbers of Irish females can be noted.
One feature of Irish immigration patterns was that there was a
great deal of chain nomination. People came to the colony and
then arranged for brothers, sisters and cousins to join them.
The reasons for leaving Ireland have to be set against those for
coming to the new colony. Economic conditions were harsh. While
the number of Irish coming to Australia constituted about 25 per
cent of the Australian immigrants, they represented only about
5 per cent of the numbers leaving Ireland.'"
Over 80 per cent of the Irish who came to Queensland were
Roman Catholics and because the female component was so high,
there is no doubt that their religion had an effect on their new
country.
The Irish once they arrived, were not loath to travel to the far corners
of the colony. Because they were dependent on work, they were
prepared to move inland to assured employment.'^ In the
Queensland context, the Irish performed many very basic jobs.
This can be attributed to their lack of defined skills and also because
no other people came to replace them at that level. It must be
said that even though the first generation occupied the lower class,
on the whole they were more affluent and had a higher standard
of living than those performing similar roles in other countries.
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OVERSEAS MIGRATION TO QUEENSLAND
TABLE 1:

1861 - 1901

Total Qld. population:

80,000

1861
1871
1881
1891
1901

30
120
213
393
503

059
104
525
718
266

70,000

ENGLIS
60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

1861

1871

1881

1891

1901
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Almost without doubt, they were better off than if they had remained
in Ireland.
The counties from which they originated remained constant. Most
Irish Queenslanders came from Clare, Tipperary, Cork, Kerry,
Killarney and Galway. Those from the north came mainly from
Derry, although again it must be reiterated that every county was
represented.
Scotland:
The Scots have always been wanderers and adventurers so they
were to be found in Queensland from the earliest days. Many of
the early pastoralists and squatters throughout the state bore
Scottish names, maybe because they were prepared to live and
work under very hard conditions throughout the colony. During
the 1880s there was a good increase but the real boom into
Queensland did not occur until after the period under consideration,
i.e. 1910 to 1913.
Again all the counties from the homeland were represented but
the largest numbers came from Lanark, Renfrew, Edinburgh and
Ayrshire in the south, Forfar (Angus) in the east and towards the
end of the century, many from Aberdeen area made their way
here. At times there were indications of interest from various groups
such as Highland crofters and Hebridean farmers. The Scots tended
to travel as family groups or as young unmarried men. Again there
was evidence that families sent home for other family groups to
join them in Queensland. While the bulk of those who came to
Queensland were prepared to settle, the men who didn't marry
here, often moved on to other colonies.
Germany:
Apart from the initial German settlement at Zion's Hill in 1838,
many Germans trickled into Queensland before separation when
immigration was still in the hands of the government of New South
Wales.'6 Ships such as the Marts, Aurora and the Pauline all
brought German families. A vigorous immigration programme was
instituted by J.C. Heussler, the Queensland Immigration Agent
in Germany who promoted the colony. Between 1862 and 1873
several German ships left Hamburgh, Cuxhaven and Bremen
bringing immigrants to the colony. German immigration continued
through London up to around 1875 and then again in the early
1880s.
Those who came here originated in the main part from Prussia
(Ukermark in particular), Pomerania and Silesia.'"' Others came
from Wurttemberg, Brandenberg and Hesse while those from
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Westphalia, Brunswick and Berlin were usually amongst the later
groups around 1905-10.
The Germans mainly engaged in small farming, initially showing
preference for fertile river valleys not far from the sea. Later they
settled areas such as the Darling Downs and the Fassifern valley.
Many were craftsmen such as cabinet makers, watchmakers or
tailors and these people were attracted to urban areas.
They came mainly as family groups — often with large numbers
of children — and used the nominated passenger scheme to send
for relations. Single German men married into English, Irish and
Scottish families or native born Queenslanders. More than any
other group of European migrant, they tended to cluster together
in centres throughout eastern Queensland. They were scrupulous
about recording civil details such as birth, death and marriage
information and their children were taught English. As they were
keen to own land, the majority sought naturalization.'^
China:
This Society has heard many words on the presence of the Chinese
in this state, the most recent coming from Noreen Kirkman in August
1986." Although the Chinese were known to be in the Queensland area
as early as 1848, most came when the news of the gold strikes reached
them in the southern states, then Gilberton and the Palmer fields
attracted them from overseas. They were predominantly interested in
the gold fields either as miners or in providing support services.
The Chinese in Queensland were unmarried males. In 1871 only
one Chinese woman was recorded as living in the colony. In 1876
it was noted that the number of Chinese women had risen to 13
in the last five years. At the same time it was mentioned that the
number of men had increased from 3,300 to 10,400. In 1891 of
8574 men only 219 were married but marriages to Chinese women
who were still living in China were not included in the figures.^o
As the 1871 census reported, "It must be borne in mind that in
not a few cases Chinamen are married to European wives, it is
popularly supposed chiefly Irish, but really the English
predominate".^' The women they chose as wives were usually
hardworking domestic servants.
Throughout the time of the colony, the Chinese were found mainly
in the goldmining areas of the Palmer, Kennedy (Charters Towers),
Croydon, Etheridge and Clermont. Many took up shopkeeping,
cooking, market gardening and a few, farming around Cairns,
Townsville and Charters Towers once the gold petered out. It was
hard for the census enumerators to estimate their literacy as most
could read and write in their own language but not in English.
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It appears that most of the Chinese who settled in Queensland
came from the south Kwangtung province, particularly from around
the capital, Canton (Guangzhou).
South Sea Islands:
In many records the Kanakas brought here have been termed
Polynesians — in fact they were Melanesians and mainly came from
the Bismarck archipelago, Louisiade, the Solomon Islands, Santa Cruz,
New Hebrides (Vanuatu), Loyalty Islands, New Caledonia and Fiji. In
Queensland they were involved essentially in the sugar industry around
Bundaberg, Mackay, Cardwell and Cairns. Some were employed on the
Darling Downs. In the 1881 census there were a couple of interesting
professions listed for this group. These included a billiard marker, two
miners — one gold and one tin, 24 were listed under medicine, with two
under literature. Some South Sea Island women were brought to work
as well. Most were returned to their home islands as a result of
government decree.
Japan:
Those Japanese who came to the colony were mainly involved
with the pearl shell industry or with the sugar industry around
Cairns, Cardwell, Mackay, Townsville and of course, Thursday
Island.
Like the Chinese, they were mainly unmarried young men who
intended to return home after making money. The numbers resident
in Queensland were considered sufficient for the establishment of
a Japanese consulate at Townsville in 1886.^2 One interesting feature
was the way in which they tended to state they were members
of the Church of England. Certainly many were buried in the Church
of England section of the cemetery at Thursday Island but that
may be because of the facilities and personnel available rather than
from choice.
Indications are that most of those who came to Queensland came
from the Wakayama prefecture in Japan — this is an area east
of Kobe and Kyoto.
Scandanavia:
Towards the end of the century, people from Scandanavia led
immigration from North Europe. Many came for religious or
economic reasons. From Denmark the areas of Langeland, LoUandFalster and Jutland contributed many farm servants who realised
they could never own land.^^ It should be noted that until 1920
the border between Germany and Denmark was positioned further
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north than it is nowadays and the people from the SchleswigHoUstein area were considered Germans.
The Swedes and Norwegians who came here mostly had a farming
or seafaring background. In the Brisbane Courier in 1878 there
were complaints of Scandanavians getting free passages by posing
as agricultural labourers but most of these problems originated
with the agents who were selecting the migrants.^^
On 8 October 1987 the former premier of New South Wales
said that one in three Australians had ancestors of non-British
stock. This type of comment, while misleading, is not unusual.
We hear that Melbourne is the third largest Greek city in the world.
It is just a matter of statistics. These should be related to an overall
concept — an argument Professor Geoffrey Blainey recently
advocated.25 He stresses that without a doubt, Australia is now
predominantly British and probably always has been.
This study has been an exploration of an ethnic salad in
Queensland and then confined to the period of the colony — from
separation to federation. The results certainly support Blainey's
contention. In 1861 the population of the colony of Queensland
was 88 per cent of British extraction; 86 per cent in 1871, 83 per
cent in 1881, 85 per cent in 1891, and at federation, 91 per cent.
However the influence of the other nationalities has made an
indelible mark on the history of Queensland. It is anticipated that
further work Will be carried out to define the contribution of the
other colonies of Australia to the population of Queensland during
these years.
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